
INTRODUCTION

Many research centres such as NASA which employ great

magnitude of hydrogen and expansion of the technology, have

draw round a comprehensive presentation decisive factor for

an satisfactory hydrogen sensor1. Plentiful move toward are

being examined to expand these hydrogen sensors, counting

sol-gel-based sensors, thin-film-based sensors, oxide-based

sensors and audio wave sensors. Lately sensors with the based

of nanowire for sensing hydrogen have reported2. Nevertheless

they lack the sensitivity required and do not respond to small

concentration of hydrogen. Furthermore, the performances

used to manufacture these nanowire sensors necessitated

complex trial, such as the transport of nano-structures and their

prearranged congregation2,3. These manufacturing methodo-

logies have high price and don't look like appropriate for

profitable production. Permeable or porous silicon substrates

have been engaged in the earlier period to construct functional

hydrogen sensors4,5. By employing permeable silicon subs-

trates to construct sensors is useful for the reason that bulk

amount of the substrate can be shaped through effortlessness.

In the current sensor, platinum was selected as the dynamic

sensing element as it can adsorb up to 1000 times than volume

of hydrogen gas. The adsorption of hydrogen reason a bulge

of the platinum altering its electrical property. Current paper

presents a simple to make, resistance-based permeable silica

sensor with platinum nano-structures as the sensing layer that

do something in reply to small concentrations of hydrogen.

The permeable silica etching process is a restricted electro-

chemical etching process that consequences in isles of silica,
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nanometers separately. The thin layer of platinum on the surface

of these silica isles, perform something as sensing layer. The

permeable silica etching exchanges the silica surface to a layer

with very high electrical impedance. As platinum on pinnacle

of this high impedance layer absorbs hydrogen, its volume

expands fetching it in get in touch with adjoining platinum,

noticeably plummeting this impedance. The amend in impe-

dance is connected to hydrogen concentration. The great

surface to volume relative amount in platinum nanoparticles

in this sensor exploits the hydrogen adsorption region, whilst

minimizing the diffusion of hydrogen owing to reduced width

of the particles. This consequences in more sensitivity, quicker

response and shorter desorption times.

EXPERIMENTAL

The permeable silicon substrate was made-up from a

p-type (100) silicon wafer of low resistively (0.001-0.004 Ω

cm). The wafer was anodized in an electrochemical etching

solution consisting of 20 % HF/methanol/H2O. The wafer and

platinum cathode were located in a Teflon leap. The surfaces

of silica substrate and platinum cathode were kept analogous

to each other and the current flow in the etchant was usual to

the wafer surface. The wafer was etched at a existing density

of 25 mA/cm2 for 1 h. The wafer was then detached from the

etching bath, washed with water and cleaned. This resulted in

formation of an array of nanopores normal to the wafer, all

being analogous to each other. Fig. 1 illustrates the (a) surface

and (b) cross-sectional SEM of the wafer behind permeable

silica etching. Fig. 1a exemplify the allocation of the nanopores.



It was obviously that the average pore width is about 10 nm.

Fig. 1b explains that the pores are leaning normal to the wafer

and branching. The branching outcome in an augment is

baseline resistively. The permeable-silica bulk silica-interface

is obviously noticeable. After that, the wafer is placed in an

electron-beam evaporator and vacuum is stabilized at 10 Pa.

Four nanometers of platinum is deposited over the permeable

silica side of the substrate. The platinum thin film is then stabi-

lized on the permeable-silica surface from side to side an annea-

ling. A tailored annealing cycle is used to make sure no platinum

reduction takes place on the substrate. The sample is placed in

a tube heater and annealed at 1000 ºC for a 50 min.

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. (a) Surface and (b) cross-section of the substrate right away after

permeable (electrochemical) etching. The etch process can be

controlled to adapt the pore diameter and porosity of the substrate.

The deepness of the pores is able to be tainted to change baseline

resistively

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) spectrum of

obtained sensor was in use to conclude the analytical compo-

sition of the sensing interface. Table-1 showed the energy

dispersive spectroscopy information for the film. As illustrated,

the sensing surface is prosperous in oxygen excluding diverse

from the standard silica. The process of compound configuration

is the next.

TABLE-1 
ENERGY DISPERSIVE SPECTROSCOPY  

SPECTRUM OF THE SENSORE SURFACE 

Element Wt % At % K- ratio 

O 31.5 46.3 0.1558 

Si 59.3 50.5 0.5887 

Pt 9.2 3.2 0.0672 

Total 100.0 100.0 - 

 
The bare silica on the surface of the pores oxidizes upon

annealing. Moreover, the platinum covering the silica oxidizes

to platinum oxide. The additional platinum deposited on the

surface remains in the native form. While the platinum directly

absorbs hydrogen, platinum oxide gets reduced by hydrogen

and possibly will return to platinum and donate to the sensing

of the hydrogen. In this film processes the reduction of platinum

oxide to platinum takes place at 120 ºC. The current sensor is

operating at room temperature and the likelihood of room tempe-

rature change is small. The sensor was tested in the described

setup and resistivity revolutionize was experiential at different

percentages of hydrogen in a nitrogen environment in the midst

of 0 and 1.5 % hydrogen. The sensors baseline resistivity was

deliberate to be 2.20 M Ω cm. This big baseline resistivity

conflicted to that as of the starting wafer is steady with the

formation of oxide and the permeable nature of the substrate.

The changing in resistivity as a task of hydrogen concentration

in nitrogen is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The left side of Figs. 2

and 3 showed the percentage revolutionize in resistivity calcu-

lated as 100
mminmax

min ×
ρ−ρ

ρ−ρ
.

where ρ is resistivity, ρmin the resistivity at saturation and ρmax

the baseline resistivity (per cent hydrogen = 0) and the right

hand side showed the per cent of hydrogen in nitrogen. The

figures demonstrate that the sensor responds to concentration

revolutionize of hydrogen in genuine time together with rising

concentrations and declining concentrations. The sensor

rejoinder is considerably enhanced than those reported earlier4.

The permeable silica pattern is the input to this stability and

sensor presentation.

Fig. 2. Retort of platinum-based sensor at what time percent hydrogen is

greater than before from 0 to 1% in 4 steps. Per cent hydrogen is

exhibit in opposite order (right hand scale square steps) to emphasize

curve dependence at 300 K

Fig. 3. Response of platinum-based sensor at what time percent hydrogen

is begin at 0.8 % then reduce in four steps. Per cent hydrogen is

displayed in opposite order (scale on the right square steps) to

emphasize curve dependence at 300 K

The permeable silica pattern supplies two targets; it

considerably augments the surface region for adsorption of

the gas and concurrently augments the baseline resistivity of

the permeable-silica film by eliminating the silica and generates

voids. It look like that once properly sized and spaced, the

particles contact each other at what time bareed to hydrogen
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considerably reducing its resistance. This current work trial

propose a close relationship along with the volume of the pores/

particles and the reply of the sensor. To revision the sensor

answer and adsorption and desorption rates, the hydrogen was

pulsed back and onward surrounded by zero and a haphazard

value. The revolutionizing in resistivity and the concentration

of the sensor of the feed gas are shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen

that the adsorption and desorption times of the sensor are less

than 2 s additionally it can be illustrated that the sensor uphold

a stable baseline following recurring cycling. This stability

and lack of float is an significant characteristic that is critical

for industrial requests. The sluggish rate of amend at the bottom

and top of the resistivity curves given in Fig. 4 recommend a

shift of hydrogen from effortlessly admission surface particles

to less reachable pore particles. This surveillance advised that

the deepness of the pores possibly will also influence the

reply time of the sensor. This mechanism is part of a continued

investigation.

Fig. 4. Response of platinum-based sensor, when per cent hydrogen is

started at zero and gradually more pulsed to diverse concentrations

among 0 and 1.5 % and then back to zero. Per cent hydrogen is exhibited

in inverse order to emphasize curve dependence at 300 K

Conclusion

Platinum/permeable silica sensor for detection H2 has been

constructed and experienced in the 0-1.5 % variety. It has been

observed that sensors constructed with permeable silicon and

platinum nanoparticles showed a reduction in resistively with

regard to at what time exposed to hydrogen. The platinum

nanoparticles reduce the adsorption and desorption times,

which enhances the sensitivity, sensing and renewal times of

the sensor. The elevated selectivity, cost usefulness and effort-

lessness of manufacturing, platinum/permeable silicon has the

potential of flattering a truthfully worldwide hydrogen sensing

system.
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